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A B S T R A C T   

4M4MSP doped PVA films were prepared with dopant concentrations of 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1.0 wt% by 
solution casting method. From the study of FTIR spectra of the films the molecular structure was confirmed by 
the frequency vibrations corresponding to functional group bonding. The frequency shift in the molecular 
bonding establishes the possibility of formation of charge transfer complexes (CTC). UV–Visible spectra were 
utilized for following investigations viz: observed the shift in the absorption peaks to the higher wavelength 
region; decrease in the optical band gap energy from 5.02 (for pure PVA) to 2.33eV, the enhancement in the 
dielectric constant from 3 (for pure PVA) to 7 in the visible region; and the shift in the dielectric loss towards 
shorter wavelength upon increase in the dopant concentration. The studies of powder XRD spectrum explore the 
increase of amorphous nature of the film with the increase of dopant. From the fluorescence spectrum it is 
observed that fluorescence peak intensity increases up to 0.5 wt% of dopant concentration and for higher 
concentration it decreases. The significantly superior nonlinear absorption and refraction parameters (~10� 10 

cm/W and ~10� 11 esu, respectively) of the composite compared with pure PVA obtained from the femtosecond 
Z-scan technique suggests the possibility of the composite to be useful in photonics/opto-electronics applications.   

1. Introduction 

In recent years the development of nonlinear optical (NLO) polymer 
composites have gained much research interest. This is due to the fact 
that stabilization of dipole alignment in these composites can be ach-
ieved under electrically applied field and are useful for the fabrication of 
optoelectronic devices. The NLO properties of the polymer composites 
are mainly dependent on the composition of the composite as well as on 
the characteristic properties of the parent polymers. The polymers and 
NLO chromophores taken in an adequate quantity can lead to the 
enhancement of the characteristic performance of doped polymer films 
in an efficient manner. Also, these doped polymers are considered to be 
superior in-term of cost and ease of synthesis than compared with newly 
synthesized polymers [1]. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) is an artificial poly-
mer, essentially synthesized by means of saponification method of 
polyvinyl acetate [2]. This polymer is widely used by the combination 
with other natural polymer compounds due to its film-forming ability, 

hydrophilic nature, and reactive high density chemical functional (–OH) 
groups which helps in the cross-linking of PVA with dopant compound 
and hence increases the mechanical properties of the films [3]. PVA 
polymer, offers high value of dielectric strength, superior mechanical 
properties and good charge-storage capacity [4]. The dopant-dependent 
optical and electrical properties and biocompatibility of PVA polymer 
have been used widely for the applications of electrochromic and elec-
trochemical devices [5,6]. Low efficiency, lower refractive index, high 
cost and fast degradation rate are the main causes for the hurdles in the 
application of the organic polymers in other optoelectronic devices and 
in the solar cells [7]. According to a review article the suitable materials 
for practical applications should possess certain range of energy band 
gap usually from 1 eV to 1.7 eV. Now here does the need arise to tailor 
the wide-band gap (5.02 eV) PVA polymer into a small band gap and 
good film forming material [8]. Organic molecules particularly chal-
cones are considered to be superior over inorganic molecules for the 
applications in the field of nonlinear optics (NLO) [9]. The electronic 
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charge distribution is delocalized in chalcone which has the π-conju-
gated molecular system. Therefore, the electron density in the chalcone 
has the high mobility [10]. The suitable electron donating or accepting 
groups situated at appropriate positions on the aromatic rings of the 
chalcone may cause asymmetric distribution of electrons either in the 
ground state or excited state or in the both states. This asymmetric 
distribution of the electrons increases the molecular hyperpolarizability 
and the ability to crystallize [11,12]. Chalcones are organic molecules 
having π-conjugated system exhibiting promising linear and non-linear 
optical properties are extensively studied for their applications in 
non-linear optical materials. The nitro group substituted at the para 
position of the aromatic ring of the chalcone (2E)-3-[4-(methylsulfanyl) 
phenyl]-1-(4-nitrophenyl)prop-2-en-1-one (4N4MSP) shows high sec-
ond order harmonic generation (SHG) efficiency, which is almost 28.57 
times more compared with that of urea and significant third order 
nonlinear optical properties [13]. The NLO materials have many ap-
plications such as in the field of optical signal processing, optical com-
puters, ultrafast switches, ultra-short pulsed lasers, sensors, optical 
limiters, laser amplifiers, and many others [12]. This paper includes the 
discussion on the preparation of novel nitro substituted chalcone 
4N4MSP doped PVA polymer composite films and to study the possible 
application of these films in non-linear optics (NLO) as well as in high 
energy conversion efficient solar cells. 

2. Experimental methods 

The solution casting method was used to prepare dopant induced 
PVA films. The PVA films with different concentration of 4N4MSP 
dopant (0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 wt%) were prepared by solution casting 
method. PVA polymer powder was added to 50 ml of N, N, dimethyl 
formamide and allowed to swell the particles with stirring the solution at 
45 �C temperature. Necessary quantities of dopant 4N4MSP were also 
dissolved in the same solvent and transferred to the polymeric solution 

while stirring. The solution was poured on to a clean Petri dish and was 
dried at room temperature. The films were then peeled from the plate, 
after drying. The thickness of the prepared films was measured using 
Mitutoyo-7327 dial thickness gauge and the obtained values for our 
samples were in the range of 250 μm–350 μm. The absorption spectra of 
the composite films were taken at wavelengths ranging from 200 nm to 
800 nm using Shimadzu UV-1800 spectrophotometer. The FTIR spec-
trum of the samples was recorded by Bruker Advance III, 400 MHz 
spectrophotometer in the 400–4000 cm� 1 wave number range. The 
fluorescence emission spectrum (steady state) was recorded by exciting 
the sample at its absorption wavelength of 428 nm using Jobin Yvon 
Fluorolog-3-11 spectrofluorometer. In the present study the powder X- 
ray diffraction graphs of the present materials were obtained by a Bruker 
AXS D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer with nickel Kβ filter and CuKα 
radiation of wavelength λ ¼ 1.5406 Å was used with a graphite mono-
chromator. The nonlinear absorption and refraction studies were per-
formed by the standard Z-scan technique at 800 nm using a pulsed laser 
beam from Ti: Sapphire Laser (M/s Coherent) of pulse width ~50 fs and 
pulse repetition rate of 1 kHz. 

3. Results analysis and discussion 

3.1. Study of FTIR spectrum 

The FTIR spectra of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA sample films 
prepared with different doping concentrations are shown in Fig. 1. It is 
seen from the FTIR spectrum of pure PVA that hydroxyl (O–H) stretching 
groups of PVA can be revealed as a peak at 3416 cm� 1. The vibrations 
corresponding to 2926 cm� 1 and 2849 cm� 1, respectively, represent the 
C–H asymmetric stretching and symmetric stretching. The methyl group 
indicated by C–H bending is represented by the peak at 1426 cm� 1. The 
PVA main chain having the acetyl group is shown as C–O stretching has 
the peak vibration at 1085 cm� 1. The C––C stretching vibrations 

Fig. 1. FTIR spectra of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA composite films.  
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represented by faint absorption peaks occur around 1642 cm� 1 and the 
vibrations around 1723 cm� 1corresponds to acetylic C––O stretching. 
The bending and wagging vibrations corresponding to CH2 group are 
observed respectively at 1426 cm� 1 and 1323 cm� 1 [14]. 

Upon observing the 4N4MSP/PVA spectrum of the polymer samples, 
it is noted that the C–H stretch (asymmetric) corresponding to pure PVA 
at 2926 cm� 1 has moved to 2892 cm� 1 (1 wt%) after doping with 
4N4MSP. The frequencies 1642 cm� 1corresponding to stretching of 
C––C of PVA have moved to 1636 cm� 1. The O–H (hydroxyl) groups of 
pure PVA at frequency 3416 cm� 1 have been moved to 3426 cm� 1for the 
doped films of different concentrations. These shifts in the frequency of 
vibrations suggest the presence of intense interaction of 4N4MSP with 
PVA leading to form a charge transfer complex (CTC). The complete 
understanding of this can be drawn from the study of hydrophobic 
interaction and hydrogen bonding between PVA and 4N4MSP according 
to the reaction scheme as shown in Fig. 2. 

The methylthio (SCH3) as well as the –NO2 groups interaction of 
chalcone 4N4MSP with the PVA O–H groups in the PVA/4N4MSP 
composite is anticipated to be taking place at different PVA main chain 
positions [15]. The hydrogen bonding (as in the reaction mechanism) 
between the ‘S’ atom of methylthio group and ‘N’ atom of –NO2 group of 
4N4MSP with O–H group of the polymer is the reason for the formation 
of CTC. This causes the increase in the population or electron density of 
the antibonding orbital of O–H. Thus, the increase of population 
weakens the O–H bond, so elongation of the bond takes place and thus 
restricts the shift of O–H stretching frequency. The hydrophobic in-
teractions represented by Fig. 2(b) also occur. The peak vibrations are 
presented in Table 1. 

3.2. Study of UV–Visible spectrum 

The optical ultraviolet visible absorption spectra of pure PVA and 
doped 4N4MSP PVA films are illustrated in Fig. 3. The absorption 
spectrum of PVA/4N4MSP composites show shift in the absorption edge 
against the spectrum of pure PVA. Here one can observe the red shifted 
absorption edge of pure PVA at ca. 245 nm to ca. 475 nm for 1 wt% 
4N4MSP doped composite film. Further, the absorbance is observed to 

be increasing with the increase of dopant concentration. This implies 
that the incorporation of organic compound into the polymer matrix has 
formed extra energy levels within the optical energy band gap. The 
hydrogen bonding between –OH group of PVA with –NO2 and –SCH3 
groups of 4N4MSP introduces additional energy levels and lead to the 
formation of CTC as also evident from FTIR results. The making of novel 
molecular dipoles or the reorientation of old dipoles takes place because 
of the creation of CTC. As observed from FTIR studies, the buildup of the 
polar functional groups upon doping lead to the formation of point de-
fects. The point defects created within the band gap is also the reason for 
the formation of molecular dipoles. The formation and accumulation of 
these dipoles inside the optical band gap results in the creation of point 
defects will change the microstructure of the polymer and due to this 
there is red shift in the absorption edge. The modification in the NLO 
activity of the polymers is due to the formation or reorientation of these 
dipoles. The clarity on the electronic band structure of polymeric ma-
terials can be obtained through the study of the optical absorption co-
efficient. Using absorption spectra, the absorption coefficient α was 
determined by the relation [16], 

α¼ 2:303 A
t

(1) 

Fig. 2. Reaction scheme of a) Hydrogen bonding and b) Hydrophobic interaction of PVA with 4N4MSP.  

Table 1 
The FTIR peaks assignments of PVA/4N4MSP polymer composite films.  

Wave number (cm¡1) Peak assignment 

PVA PVA/4N4MSP 

3416 3426 O–H stretching 
2926 2892 C–H asymmetric stretch (alkyl) 
2849 2849 C–H symmetric stretching 
1723 1723 C¼O stretching vibrations 
1642 1636 C¼C/C–

–N stretch 
1426 1447 C–H bending 
1323 1323 C–H wagging 
– 1149 C–C rocking vibration 
1085 1048 C–O stretch, C–H and O–H bend 
464 407 Out of plane vibrations  
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where A represents the absorbance, t is the sample thickness. The optical 
band gap energy Eg of the pure PVA and PVA/4N4MSP films were 
calculated by Tauc’s plot [17]; 

αhν ¼ B
�
hν � Eg

�m (2)  

where B is an energy independent constant and m is an index whose 
value is determined by the indirect allowed transitions and is given by m 
¼ 2. The plot between (αhν)½ versus hν at ambient temperature repre-
sents a linear behavior, which is the confirmation for the indirect 
allowed transition for pure PVA and PVA/4N4MSP films and are rep-
resented by the plots given in Fig. 4. The Eg value of pure PVA is found to 
be 5.02 eV. 

It is observed from Fig. 4 that optical band gap values of doped PVA 
are less compared with the pure PVA [18]. These changes in the Eg 
values of 4N4MSP doped PVA films validate the modifications in the 
PVA microstructure and band structure, because of the creation of 
additional groups for optical transitions. Using Urbach formula α ¼
α0 exp(hν/Eu), the Urbach energy Eu, which is a parameter representing 
optical transitions mechanism, is estimated [19]. In order to calculate 
Urbach energy, the graph of ln α (natural logarithm of the absorption 
coefficient) versus photon energy ‘hν’ was plotted and reciprocal of the 

slope of the straight line in the linear region of the plot was determined 
(Fig. 5). 

It is seen that the value of Eu for pure PVA is 0.3eV and as the doping 
concentration increases Eu value increases. The values of optical band 
gap energy and Urbach energy are presented in Table 2. The mobility 
concept of Davis and Mott [20,21] is helpful to understand decrease or 
increase of Eu values in pure and doped PVA. The cluster groups within 
the composite increases as the concentration of 4N4MSP increases. 
These cluster groups ensuing in the creation of dopant aggregates or 
agglomerates, enhances the imperfect structures within the doped 
samples. The defective structures thus formed might have introduced 
extra energy states inside the optical band gap. Therefore, the presence 
of defects will change the charge distribution and electronic levels in the 
vicinity of defects. Thus, the presence of defects causes the decrease of 
optical band gap energy values with the increase of the doping level and 
also increase in the Urbach energy. The fraction of electromagnetic 
energy lost due to the scattering and absorption per unit thickness in a 
particular medium is given by extinction coefficient (k) and was calcu-
lated for the materials by the equation [22]; 

k¼
αλ
4π (3)  

where λ and α represents the wavelength and the absorption coefficient 
of the given material respectively. Fig. 6 shows the variation of the 
refractive index (n) of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer composite 
films versus wavelength. Using Fresnel formula [23] the refractive 
indices of the films were estimated from the parameters reflectance (R) 
and extinction coefficient (k), 

n¼
ð1þ RÞ
ð1 � RÞ

þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4R

ð1 � RÞ2
� k2

s

(4) 

The complex dielectric constant is the inherent property of a mate-
rial. The real part of complex dielectric constant shows that materials 
having high value of the refractive index can effectively reduce the 
speed of light, whereas the imaginary part gives the information about 
the absorption of energy from an electric field by the dielectric medium 
due to dipole motion. As refractive index increases more strongly the 
light is slowed down. The real and imaginary parts of the dielectric 
constant can be calculated by below given expressions [24];  

εʹ ¼ n2 – k2 and εʹʹ ¼ 2nk                                                                 (5) 

Figs. 7 and 8 stand for real and imaginary parts of the complex op-
tical dielectric constant of the pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer 

Fig. 3. The UV–Visible spectrum of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer 
composite films. 

Fig. 4. Graph of (αhν)½ versus photon energy for pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA 
polymer composite films. 

Fig. 5. Graph of ln(α) versus photon energy for pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA 
polymer composite films. 
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composite films. From Figs. 7 and 8 one can observe that the values of 
the real part (Fig. 7) are high compared with the imaginary part (Fig. 8). 
From Fig. 7 it can be seen that the dielectric constant of the pure PVA in 
the visible region is around 3 and it enhanced to around 7 upon doping. 
The dielectric constant is directly related to the density of states within 
the energy band gap, therefore the enhancement of the dielectric con-
stant in the visible wavelength region upon doping can be attributed to 
the rise in the density of states [25]. Fig. 8 shows that the peaks corre-
sponding to dielectric loss shift to shorter wavelength or towards higher 

frequency with respect to the increase in the concentration of 4N4MSP 
addition. It is also observed that the real part of the optical dielectric 
constant and also the imaginary part exhibit a dispersion behavior with 
wavelength. The materials which show dispersion behavior as stated are 
useful in designing the optical devices which are especially utilized in 
optical communication applications [26]. 

3.3. X-ray diffraction studies 

The modifications in the microstructure of PVA due to the doping of 
4N4MSP are inspected through X-ray diffractogram (XRD). The XRD 
pattern of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA films are shown in Fig. 9. The 
pattern shows a comparatively sharp and wide peak centered on 2θ ¼
20.08�and a small peak at 2θ ¼ 40.9� designates that polymer PVA has 
both crystalline and amorphous phase (semi-crystalline nature). Small 
crystallites are randomly distributed in the crystalline phase whereas 
free volumes are filled with amorphous phase of the PVA matrix [14]. It 
is observed that the area under the peak decreases for 4N4MSP doped 
PVA, implies that amorphous nature of the film increases with dopant 
concentration. This amorphous character of the film causes the forma-
tion of cross-linking network within the polymer matrix through inter 
and intra molecular interactions and produce the polymer complex with 
the dopant [27]. A slight broadening of the X-ray peak upon doping 
affirms point defects or poor crystallinity of the films. Increase in the 
amorphous nature of the film can be correlated with the decrease in the 
Urbach energy, which is a measure of molecular ordering. 

In the complex structure 4N4MSP compound may get into and dwell 
in the core lattice sites of the polymer chains by linking them with the 
hydrogen bond through the charge transport processes. Thus, the 
structural repositioning within the polymer matrix occurs as the amor-
phous nature increases. Hence, it is clear that through the hydrogen 
bonding of hydroxyl groups of the polymer side chain with the dopant 
4N4MSP compound (also evident from FTIR spectra) ensure a major role 
on the charge mobility within the chain and on the structure of the 
polymer. The parameters related to the infrastructure of films such as 
crystallite size, micro-strain and dislocation density have also been 
estimated from XRD spectra. From Scherrer formula [28], crystallite size 
(D) is given by, 

D¼
0:9λ

β cosθ
(6)  

where β is FWHM of the diffraction peak, λ is the wavelength of the X-ray 
source, and θ is Bragg angle. Micro-strain (ε) and dislocation density (δ) 
of the films are calculated using the formulae ε ¼ (βcosθ)/4 and δ ¼ 1/D2 

Table 2 
The optical band gap energy and Urbach energy of PVA/4N4MSP polymer 
composite films.  

Dopant Concentration Optical band gap energy (eV) Urbach energy 
(eV) 

Pure PVA 5.02 0.78 
0.1 wt % 2.60 0.50 
0.25 wt% 2.53 0.39 
0.50 wt% 2.46 0.36 
0.75 wt% 2.38 0.22 
1 wt% 2.33 0.18  

Fig. 6. Refractive index (n) of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer com-
posite films versus wavelength. 

Fig. 7. Optical dielectric constant versus wavelength for pure and 4N4MSP 
doped PVA polymer composite films. 

Fig. 8. Optical dielectric loss as a function of photon energy for pure and 
4N4MSP doped PVA polymer composite films. 
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respectively. The obtained values are presented in Table 3. 

3.4. Fluorescence studies 

The fluorescence spectra of the 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer com-
posite films are shown in Fig. 10 [29]. When the emission spectrum of 
the donor component and the absorption spectrum of the acceptor are 
overlapping with each other and the dipoles are sufficiently close to each 
other causes the energy transfer in the composite film. PVA in its pure 
form do not give any fluorescence effect and therefore the fluorescence 
recorded for the doped materials as shown in Fig. 10 is due to the 
presence of 4N4MSP chromophore. From the figure it is observed that 
fluorescence emission peak wavelengths shift to the lower wavelength 
region where as the intensity of fluorescence emission is increasing with 
the doping of 4N4MSP. The composite PVA/4N4MSP is giving an 
excellent fluorescence spectrum. 

The chalcone crystal (4N4MSP) structure has electron donating 
(SCH3) and electron accepting group (NO2) attached to its aromatic 
rings to form donor-π acceptor-π-acceptor (D-π-A-π-A) type of the 
molecule. Therefore, the effective system is a D-π-A systems and charge 

transfer path is from donor to acceptor. In the crystal system of 4N4MSP 
all oxygen atoms present in the molecule are involved in intermolecular 
bonding with neighboring 4N4MSP molecules. The intermolecular 
hydrogen bonds between polymer and the dopant group tie up the 
nonbonding electron pairs within 4N4MSP group and allow the fluo-
rescence to occur. The intramolecular charge transfer within 4N4MSP, 
the intermolecular hydrogen bonds between PVA and 4N4MSP respon-
sible for the creation of CTC and thus depict fluorescence [30]. 

The data shows fluorescence emission wavelength (λmax) shifted 
from 545 nm to 470 nm for 200 nm excitation wavelengths. The photo 
generated charge species stabilized at different extents in the excited 
state may be the reason for the observed blue shifted emission. In the 
graph it can be seen that fluorescence peak intensity increases up to 0.5 
wt% of dopant concentration and for higher concentration of dopant it 
decreases. At lower dopant concentration the molecules having π-bonds 
undergo successive isomerization and change their orientation, upon 
excitation with polarized light. Hence dipole-dipole interactions due to 
the aggregation of chromophores, increases the fluorescence intensity at 
the lower dopant concentration [31]. The molecular aggregates of 
4N4MSP may cause the decrease in fluorescence emission (quenching) 
intensity at higher dopant concentration. The excitation energy transfer 
between the aggregates and monomers, and further non-radiative decay 
of this energy may be the reason for quenching process or decrease in 
fluorescence emission intensity at higher dopant (above 0.5 wt%) con-
centration [32]. 

3.5. Third order nonlinear properties 

To study the third-order NLO properties of PVA doped with 4N4MSP 
a single beam Z-scan technique which readily provides the magnitude 
and sign of nonlinearity was employed [33,34]. In the experimental 
arrangement, a pulsed laser beam [M/s Coherent; pulse width: 50 fs (fs), 
repetition rate: 1 kHz] of wavelength of 800 nm with initial spot radius 
of 1.1 mm (closed aperture) and 1.5 mm (open aperture) was focused by 
using a 17 cm focal length plano-convex lens. The resulting beam waist 
radius (w0) at the focus was calculated to be ~39.4 and ~28.9 μm 
(¼fλ/πwi), and Rayleigh lengths (zR ¼ πw0

2/λ) were estimated to be 6.09 
and 3.27 mm, respectively. The sample was translated along the beam 
direction (considered as Z-axis) on either side of the focal point and the 
transmitted power is measured as a function of the sample position with 
respect to the focal point through a photodiode (Si photodiode, 
SM1PD2A, Thorlabs). While traversing the z-coordinate the sample ex-
periences the intensities given by the relation Iz¼I00/[1þ(z/zR)2] where 
I00 is the on-axis peak intensity at the focus. For measuring the nonlinear 

Fig. 9. XRD spectra of pure and 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer composite films.  

Table 3 
Analysis of XRD data of 4N4MSP doped PVA polymer composite films.  

Dopant 
Concentration 
wt% 

2θ 
(deg) 

d- 
spacing 
(Å) 

Crystallite 
size D 
(Å) 

Micro- 
strain ε 

Dislocation 
density δ ( �
1020) 
(m� 2) 

0 20.11 4.41 0.505 0.685 3.91 
0.1 20.18 4.39 0.525 0.659 3.61 
0.25 19.47 4.55 0.786 0.440 1.61 
0.5 19.89 4.45 0.690 0.501 2.09 
0.75 20.20 4.39 0.640 0.541 2.43 
1 20.19 4.39 0.513 0.674 3.78  

Fig. 10. Fluorescence emission spectra of4N4MSP doped PVA polymer com-
posite films. 
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(NL) refractive property, an aperture was placed in front of the photo-
diode (closed aperture configuration) whereas to estimate the NL ab-
sorption characteristics, the sample transmittance is recorded without 
the aperture (open aperture configuration). 

For a temporal Gaussian pulse with an incident Gaussian spatial 
profile, the on-axis transmittance of 0.5 and 1.0% 4N4MSP doped PVA 
thin layers as a function of sample position for an input irradiance of 10 
MW/cm2 is shown in Fig. 11(a). The transmittance presented in the 
graph is the output (transmitted) power at the NL regime normalized 
with respect to the output power at the linear regime. Thus, the trans-
mittance of 1 conveys that the sample does not show NL behavior and 
the transmittance of value less (greater) than 1 represents the situation 
when the sample transmits lesser (more) or absorbs more (lesser) than 
that at the linear response. In Fig. 11(a), transmittance of 0.5 and 1.0 wt 
% Chalcone doped PVA layer decreases with the increase of the laser 
intensity when the sample moves towards the focus. It happens for the 
sample absorption (thus transmittance) shows NL behavior and in-
creases (decreases) with the light intensity, thus, representing RSA 
(reverse saturable absorption) or optical limiting characteristics. Also, 
the absorption gets enhanced with doping concentration which indicates 
the nonlinearity to be due to the dopants, at least in part. To extract/ 
assess the contribution of the PVA host matrix in the NL behavior of the 
composite or doped system, the Z-scan experiment is performed on pure 
PVA sample and the associated graph for a higher input irradiance of 23 
MW/cm2 is presented in Fig. 11(b). Pure PVA has weak nonlinear ab-
sorption (NLA) characteristics since the decrease in the NL transmittance 
is lesser, for the same reason the open aperture graph is shown for higher 
input irradiance. The doped PVA layer exhibited a deeper valley 

indicating a higher nonlinearity in the absorption characteristics. The 
normalized transmission of PVA matrix at the higher input irradiance of 
23 MW/cm2 is almost the same (0.98) compared to that at 10 MW/cm2 

for 0.5% doping (0.985) and smaller than that for 1% (0.945). Such 
intensity dependent transmittance decrease behavior of the doped (and 
pure) PVA layers is associated with multi-photon (two-photon) absorp-
tion [35]. Since pure and doped PVA samples are weak at absorbing 
single photon at 800 nm wavelength (Fig. 3), the possibility of excited 
state absorption is discarded for being insignificant. 

To estimate the NLA parameters the Z-scan data of pure and doped 
PVA thin layers are fitted by solving the differential equation [33], 

dI
dz’ ¼ � αðIÞI (7)  

for the transmitted intensity I through the sample of thickness L. In Eq. 
(7), z’ is the sample’s thickness co-ordinate with respect to the origin at 
the laser incidence surface of the sample and α(I), the total absorption 
coefficient, given as [36,37], 

αðIÞ¼ β0PVAI

1þ
�

I
ISPVA

�2 þ
β0ChalconeI

1þ
�

I
ISChalcone

�2 (8)  

where β0PVA and β0Chalcone are the two-photon absorption (2 PA) co-
efficients of PVA matrix and the dopant (chalcone) system respectively, 
ISPVA and ISChalcone are the corresponding 2 PA saturation intensities of 
the matrix and the dopant system. In case of I ≪ ISPVA, i.e. negligible 
saturation effect in PVA, Eqn. (2) reduces to a simpler form, 

αðIÞ¼ β0PVAI þ
β0ChalconeI

1þ
�

I
ISChalcone

�2 (9) 

The same form or simplification can be applicable to the second part 
also when dopant system has insignificant absorption saturation. The 
nonlinear absorption (NLA) coefficient was determined by fitting the 
experimental open aperture Z-scan data by solving Eq. (1) in the MAT-
LAB software and the obtained values are reported in Table 4. Theo-
retical fit of the experimental data yielded NLA coefficient β0 (at the 
input irradiance of I0 ¼ 10 MW/cm2) for pure PVA as 0.8� 10� 11 cm/W 
and for 0.5 and 1 wt% doped chalcone as 0.2� 10� 10 cm/W and 1.2�
10� 10 cm/W respectively. The observation of increased NL absorption 
of doped film compared to the pure PVA matrix is thus justified in the 
larger β0-value. The reason for the increased NLO activity in the 
4N4MSP doped polymer is due to the presence of SCH3 chromophore 
and nitro group (-NO2) which interacts with OH groups of PVA and 
forms a CTC (charge transfer complex). In the case of 4N4MSP, SCH3 is 
an electron donor group and the NO2 group is a strong acceptor group 
and the molecule is acceptor-acceptor-donor (A–A–D) type. In the case 
of A–A–D type of molecules charge transfer takes place through acceptor 
end to donor end (between two end groups of the molecules). The 
nonlinearity is related to the degree of charge transfer from the donor to 

Fig. 11. Open Aperture Spectra of a) 0.5 and 1% Chalcone doped PVA at 10 
MW/cm2 and b) PVA matrix at 23 MW/cm2. Experimental data are represented 
by symbols whereas fitted data are shown by solid lines. 

Table 4 
Summary of NLO coefficients obtained from the open aperture Z-scan data of 
pure and Chalcone doped PVA.  

Sample Input 
Intensity 
MW/cm2 

β0PVA 

cm/W 
β0Chalcone 

cm/W 
ISChalcone 

W/cm2 

0.5 wt% doped 
PVA 

10 0.8 � 10� 11  0.2 � 10� 10  3.9 � 1010  

1 wt% doped PVA 10 0.8 � 10� 11  1.2 � 10� 10  3.9 � 1010  

15 1.15 �
10� 11  

2.1 � 10� 10  3.8 � 1010  

23 1.35 �
10� 11  

3.95 �
10� 10  

3.6 � 1010   
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the acceptor, which is in turn linked to the bond-length alternation. This 
charge transfer will increase the magnitude of the dipole moment and 
thus induces large NLO effects. 

The knowledge of the dependence of transmittance on the input 
irradiance gives the information about the mechanism of the NLA. If 
slope of natural logarithmic of (1-T0) versus natural logarithmic of input 
irradiance is 1 (2) absorption is governed by 2 PA (3 PA) where T0 is the 
sample transmittance at the focus [35,38]. Furthermore, it suggests the 
intensity range which can be used for optical limiting application. 
Irradiance dependent open aperture Z-scan graph of 1 wt % chalcone 
doped PVA is shown in Fig. 12. With the increase of the input irradiance 
from 10 MW/cm2 to 23 MW/cm2 the RSA characteristics is maintained; 
transmittance of the doped PVA sample systematically decreases for a 
greater number of molecules taking part in the absorption process. Slope 
of 1.29 of loge(1-T0) versus logeI00 indicates the existence of 2 PA pro-
cess for the observed nonlinear absorption Z-scan curves. 

The normalized transmittance can be expressed by the equation for 
closed aperture configuration when the far-field condition d ≫ zR is 
satisfied. Here d is the distance between the sample and the aperture 
plane. The typical Z-scan data with fully open aperture is not sensitive to 
nonlinear refraction (NLR) and data are to be symmetric with respect to 
the focus. But the closed aperture transmittance is affected by both NLR 
as well as absorption. The NLA effect can be avoided/eliminated by 
choosing sufficiently low input irradiance when NLA is insignificant. 
Otherwise the refraction part can be extracted by dividing the closed 
aperture transmittance data by the corresponding open aperture data 
[33]. The closed aperture normalized transmitted power data observed 
at low input power (pure NLR characteristics) for the PVA matrix and 
the composite (1 wt%) is shown in Fig. 13(a–b). 

The valley followed by a peak in the closed aperture Z-scan graph 
indicates that the sign of the refraction index nonlinearity is positive (i. 
e., self-focusing) whereas opposite scenario of valley followed by a peak 
corresponds to de-focusing refraction characteristics and negative index 
of refraction. By the doping of chalcone, the refraction characteristics of 
PVA is transforming from focusing to defocusing. The nonlinear 
refraction coefficient, γ, was calculated by theoretical fit of equation 
given in the literature [33] to the experimental data. For 1% Chalcone 
doped PVA γ is calculated to be � 2.85 � 10� 14 cm2/W whereas for pure 
PVA it is 5.52 � 10� 14 cm2/W. The third-order nonlinear refractive 
index n2 ¼ [cn0/40π]γ was found to be of the order � 0.743� 10� 11 esu 
for doped PVA and 1.238 � 10� 11 esu for PVA matrix. Here the value of 
n0, the linear refractive index of pure PVA was taken 1.48. The calcu-
lated parameters of nonlinear absorption and refraction are found to be 
superior to the values reported for chalcone PDAC doped in PVA and 
also pure chalcone 4N4MSP reported in the literature [39,40]. Taking 

into account the calculated NLR coefficient (γ) and NLA coefficient (β) 
the real and imaginary parts of the third-order nonlinear susceptibility 
can be evaluated using the relations Reχð3Þ ¼ 2n2

0ε0cγ and Imχð3Þ ¼
n2

0ε0cλβ=2π[33]. Here c is the velocity of the light in vacuum, ε0 is the 
permittivity of the free space, and n0 is the linear refractive index of the 
sample solution. The calculated real part of third-order susceptibility 
Reχð3Þ and imaginary part Imχð3Þ are summarized in Table 5. 

Further, origin of nonlinearity in the NLR characteristics can be 
confirmed by observing other features of the closed aperture Z-scan 
data. For example, in closed-aperture Z scan curves the distance between 
peak and valley (peak–valley separation), ΔZp–v, reflects the origin of 
the NLO process [33]; if ΔZp–v equals 1.7zR and 1.2zR corresponds to 
third-order and fifth order NLO processes, respectively. In the present 

Fig. 12. Open aperture Z-scan graph of 1 wt% chalcone doped PVA at I01 ¼ 10 
MW/cm2 (□), I02 ¼ 15 MW/cm2 (o) and I03 ¼ 23 MW/cm2 (Δ). Experimental 
data are represented by symbols whereas fitted data are shown by solid lines. 

Fig. 13. The closed aperture Z-scan data of a) 1 wt% doped PVA and b) Pure 
PVA. Z-scan experimental data is represented by open circle and solid line 
corresponds to the fitted data. 

Table 5 
Summary of non-linear parameters obtained in the present work for pure and 
Chalcone doped PVA.  

Sample Phase 
shift 
ΔՓՓ0 

γ ¼
Δϕ0λ

2πI00Leff
cm2/ 

W  

n2 ¼
cn0

40π γesu  
Imχð3Þ
m2/V2  

Reχð3Þm2/ 
V2  

PVA 
matrix 

þ3.0 5.52 � 10� 14  1.238 �
10� 11  

0.29�
10� 22  

1.63 �
10� 20  

1 wt% 
doped 
PVA 

� 1.55 � 2.85� 10� 14  � 0.743 �
10� 11  

4.36�
10� 22  

3.15 �
10� 20   
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case of pure and doped PVA, the distance between peak and valley is 
observed to be 10.50 and 10.21 mm which is closer to the condition of 
third-order nonlinearity (1.7zR ¼ 10.35 mm). Also, in NLO processes of 
thermal origin, usually ΔZp–v will be greater than 1.7zR. ΔZp–v ¼ 1.7zR 
indicate that the optical nonlinearity calculated here is not of thermal 
origin but predominantly from electronic in nature [41]. 

4. Conclusions 

The PVA films doped with different concentration of 4N4MSP were 
investigated for their structural, linear optical and nonlinear optical 
property studies. In the doped films there were significant changes in the 
molecular bonding leading to CTC as evident from FTIR studies. 
UV–Visible spectrum reveals there is a red shift in the absorption peak in 
the visible region with the increase in dopant concentration from 0.1 wt 
% to 1 wt%. Pure PVA has the optical bandgap of about 5eV, but as the 
dopant concentration increases the band gap decreases to about 2eV. 
Refractive index of the dielectric medium increases with the dopant 
concentration results in the increase of dielectric losses. From powder 
XRD spectrum it is observed that crystallinity of the medium decreases 
with increasing dopant concentration. Fluorescence study reveals that 
fluorescence peak intensity increases up to 0.5 wt% and then decreases 
for higher concentration. The nonlinear absorption and refraction 
studies through z-scan technique confirm the superior third order 
nonlinear efficiency when compared with reported literature data. The 
dopant concentration of 4N4MSP has its clear role in the enhancement 
of carrier charge mobility, decreasing the width of the band gaps en-
ergies, excellent fluorescence emission peaks in the visible region and in 
increasing the molecular polarization of the host material. For these 
reasons, 4N4MSP-PVA composites are suggested as an excellent material 
to be explored in the opto-electronic devices, especially in solar cell 
applications. 
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